DELLAPASQUA DC13 ELITE HARDTOP

PATHOS
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Aggressive, performing & comfortable;
She combines the tradition with the innovation.

 Platis Gialos, Mykonos, 84600 Greece
 +30 22890 28660, +30 699 24 24 242
 info@mykonosyachting.gr
 www.mykonosyachting.gr

PATHOS

Our Dellapasqua DC13 Elite Hardtop, “Pathos”, is an aggressive, performing, yet comfortable yacht, that successfully combines tradition with innovation.
Her deep V-shaped bottom, the main and unquestionable characteristic
of the Dellapasqua ﬂeet, is what reﬂects tradition. The aggressive lines at
the upper works bring in mind a true racer, while they still manage to be
soft and harmonious, creating an aesthetically brilliant design that represents a one-of-a-kind modernity. On the other hand, the stunning technology of her hard top and her stern garage opening system are the perfect
example of what can be achieved when innovation meets craftmanship.
Her exterior is full of surprises; after you spend the most relaxed moments
of your vacation sunbathing on the comfortable stern and the fore cushions or enjoy a delicious drink on the big sofa, you can continue having fun
in the dinette, sheltered by tapered-lined windows and a futuristic roof
that can be opened electrically. This high-tech yacht is designed with your
absolute comfort and pampering in mind. The stern platform is ideal for
playtime, while thanks to the large and safe gangways you can reach it
from the bow without any hesitation.
With an overall length of 46.5 feet, this yacht is extremely cozy and comfortable on the inside, with reﬁned and inviting interiors, large rooms and
high-class ﬁttings that oﬀer a unique on-board experience. If you are planning to relax in a quiet sea voyage accompanied only by your loved ones,
have in mind that there is one master stateroom with a double bed, as well
as a guest stateroom that can accommodate 2 more persons.
As her name “Pathos” suggests, the Dellapasqua DC13 Elite Hardtop is a
perfect choice for those who are passionate about living at sea.
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REAR DECK

FORE DECK

NJOY
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SALON & GALLEY
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MASTER STATEROOM
GUESTS’ STATEROOM
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SPECIFICATIONS / FEATURES
KEY FEATURES:





















Builder: DellaPasqua (Italy)
Model: DC13 Elite Hardtop
Yacht’s Name: PATHOS
Year of Built: 2006

Year of total reﬁt: 2022
Max. Cruising Capacity: 12 pax
Max. Sleeping Capacity: 4 pax
Crew: 2 (captain & steward)
Length overall (incl. pulpit): 46.5 ft. / 14.17 m.
Beam at main section: 12.6 ft. / 3.84 m.
Draft (incl. props at full load): 4.0 ft. / 1.19 m.
Displacement (at full load): 13 t.
Engines: 2 x 550 HP Iveco
Cruising speed: 25 knots
Maximum speed: 35 knots
Fuel capacity: 1.100 L
Water capacity: 400 L
Generator & 220 V Electricity
Power inverter
Fully equipped navigation instruments, Radar,
Auto-pilot
 Electric hardtop & hydraulic garage
 Full A/C system 1 + 2 (main deck & 2 cabins)

ACCOMMODATION
 1 Master Stateroom with double bed
 1 Guests Stateroom with two single beds
 2 Bathrooms / WC

GALLEY
 Microwave / conventional oven / grill / BBQ
 2 Fridges (Galley & at the hardtop dinette area)
 1 Freezer
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ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT
 2 ﬂat TV displays (23” & 21”)
 Sound system Radio / CD / USB, subwoofer
 Wireless music control from your Smartphone
or Apple device
 Free Wi-Fi

TENDERS AND WATER TOYS





Tender
Seabob (upon request)
Snorkeling equipment
Fishing equipment

LAYOUTS


Lower Desk

Fore Deck

